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On its flight by P/HaUey, the Giotto spacecraft carried a High Energy Range
Spectrometer (HERS) for measuring the properties of cometary ions picked up by the solar
wind in the nearly collisionless regions of the coma. Preliminary estimates of the ion
densities observed by HERS have now been reevaluated and extended; density profiles
along the Giotto trajectory are presented for 13 values of ion mass/charge. Comparison
with the physical-chemical model of the interaction of sunlight and the solar wind with the
comet by Schmidt et al. (1988) reveal that, with the exception of protons and H2 +, all ion
densities were at least an order of magnitude higher than predicted. The high ion densities
cannot be explained on the basis of compression of the plasma, but require additional or
stronger ionization mechanisms. Ratios of the densities of different ion species reveal an
overabundance of carbonaceous material and an underabundance of H2 + compared to the
predictions of the Schmidt et al. model. While the densities of solar wind ions (I-I+ and
He ++) changed sharply across a magnetic discontinuity located 1.35x105 km from the
comet, this feature, which has been called both the "cometopause" and the "magnetic pileup
boundary" was barely distinguishable in the density profrles of hot cometary ions. This
result is consistent with the interpretation that the magnetic pileup boundary detected by
Giotto was caused by a discontinuity in the solar wind _d is not an intrinsic feature
of the interaction of the solar wind with an active comet.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Mostcometaryplasmafallsintooneof twocategories:(1)Hotplasmaconsistingof
materialionizedin theupstreamsolarwindor in theslower,mass-loadedsolarwind in the
outercoma.Thesepickupionsspiralaroundthemagneticfield carriedby thesolarwind
andhavea "thermal"speednearlyequalto thespeedof thewindat theirpointof pickup.
(2)Coldplasmain theinnercomain collisionalequilibriumwith theneutralgasflowing
outfrom thenucleuswithspeed< -1 km/sandatemperatureof -300 K (L/immerzahlet
al., 1987).
Theion massspectrometer(IMS) flown throughthecomaof P/Halleyby theGiotto
spacecraftin March,1986,usedseparatesensorsto studyhotandcold ions. Preliminary
estimatesof thedensitiesof differention speciesobservedby theIMS alongthespacecraft
trackwerereportedby Balsigeret al. (1986,1987a),Schwennetal. (1987),andBalsiger
(1990). Thesignificanceof thoseion measurementshasbeeninterpretedbyBalsigeretal.
(1986),Allen et al. (1987),Geiss(1987),andIp (1989a),amongothers.Theintervening
four years have allowed detailed reexamination of the IMS data together with more realistic
analysis and modeling of the instrument's performance. It is the purpose of this paper to
present the results of the recomputation of the densities of the hot component of the ion
population observed by the IMS. The recomputed densities are generally greater than those
presented before. The analysis has also been extended to include more ion species and
finer temporal or spatial resolution. Comparison of the hot ion densities and abundances
with 2ie predictions of a numerical physical-chemical model by Schmidt et al. (1988)
allows some conclusions to be drawn about the dynamics and chemistry of the coma as
well as the composition of the volatile material in the nucleus. The comparison shows that
some modifications of the model are clearly required.
Revisedanalysesof the hot-ion dynamics (i.e., distribution functions, velocities,
and temperatures) and of the cold-ion densities and abundances will be presented in future
papers.
II. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
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The IMS had two sensors, named the high-intensity spectrometer (HIS) and the
high-energy-range spectrometer (HERS). HIS was optimized for measuring the cold, slow
ion flow in the inner coma, whereas HERS was optimized for measuring the hot plasma in
the outer coma and in the solar wind. Details of these sensors have been described
previously (Balsiger et al., 1987b); only those characteristics pertinent to the discussions of
data which follow are repeated here. HIS and HERS both used combinations of electric
and magnetic analyzers to map out the three-dimensional velocity distributions as a function
of the mass/charge ratio of the ions. Functionally, they differed in that the HIS field of
view pointed along the spacecraft spin axis, which was aligned with the velocity vector of
the spacecraft relative to the comet, while the HERS field of view extended from -15 ° to
-75 ° from the spin axis. Thus HIS analyzed the dense, slow-moving plasma scooped up
by the spacecraft motion, while HERS was sensitive to the hot pickup ions gyrating around
the magnetic field. The present paper concentrates on the hot ion data acquired by HERS.
HERS measured ion mass/charge and velocity distributions in a 3 ° x 60 ° fan-
shaped field of view which swept out a 360 ° by 60 ° annulus as the spacecraft spun with a
period of 4 seconds. The energy/charge range of the sensor extended from 10 eV/e to a
mass-dependent upper limit of - 4 keV/e. The sensor mass/charge range changed once per
spin period, cycling through four measurement modes: the light mode with m/q = 2- 4
ainu/e, the medium mode with m/q = 12 - 26 ainu/e, the heavy mode with m/q = 15 - 35
amu/e, and the proton mode. The time to repeat observations in a given look direction for a
givenmass/chargewasthus16s,whichcorrespondsto a spatialresolutionalongthe
spacecrafttrajectoryof 1100kin. In theinnercoma,lessthan62,000km from the
nucleus,priority wasgivento HIS measurementswith theconsequencethattwospinsof
HERSdataweresummedfor eachmass/chargerange,therebychangingthetimeresolution
to 32s(2200km spatialresolution).Exceptfor theprotonmode,HERSregisteredionson
amicrochannelplate(MCP)detector,measuringtheenergy/charge(64quasilogarithmic
bins),azimuthangle(64binsdenotingthephaseof thespinmotion),elevationangle
relativeto thespinaxis(8 bins,each7.5° wide),andmass/charge(denotedbywhichof 40
massanodesof theMCPrecordedtheion). Theoutputdatathusformedatimeseriesof 4-
dimensionalarrays(countsversusenergy/charge,azimuth,elevation,andmass/charge).
Protondatawereacquiredslightlydifferently;theirmass/chargewasuniquelydetermined,
therewereonly fourelevationbins(each15° wide), and they were detected'by channel
electron multipliers rather than the MCP.
HI. METHOD OF CALCULATING DENSITIES
The orientation of the spacecraft spin axis and velocity vector allowed the HERS to
observe the solar wind for several days before the encounter with the comet. Beginning
-12x 106 km from the comet, HERS detected picked-up cometary protons; the cometary
proton density upstream of the bow shock (1.14x106 km from the nucleus) has been
reported by Neugebauer et al. (1989). Once inside the bow shock, the distributions of
picked-up cometary protons and the heated solar wind ions overlapped in velocity space, so
only the total (cometary plus solar) proton density could be calculated. The light-mode
HERS data provided information on helium and other minor ion species in the solar wind,
both upstream and downstream of the Halley bow shock.
6The4-kV upperlimit of energy/charge and the background counting rates of its
microchannelplate (MCP) sensor prevented HERS from detecting the pickup of heavier
cometary ions until the spacecraft was -250,1300 km from the nucleus. A measurable flux
of hot, cometary ions was then observed along the inbound Giotto trajectory until the
spacecraft reached a distance of 40,000 krn. The plasma seen in the ram direction by HIS
started to increase slowly at 150,000 kin; by 50,000 km most of the plasma flux was
limited to the HIS field of view. Near closest approach to the nucleus, the HERS ceased
operation following a severe electrical disturbance on-board the spacecraft, probably caused
by a dust impact near closest approach to the nucleus; thus no HERS data were obtained on
the outbound leg of the Giotto trajectory.
The calculation of cometary ion densities from the HERS data proceeded as
follows:
1. The data were summed over a sufficient number of spacecraft spins to obtain ~1000
counts of water-group ions (m/q -- 16 to 18 ainu/e, using both medium- and heavy-mode
data). The lengths of these summation intervals ranged from 128 to 512 seconds, which
corresponds to summing over 8 to 32 consecutive spectra for each instrument mode.
2. The count-rate matrices were corrected for detector background counts. The
background count-rate corrections, which depended on both elevation angle and mass
anode, were determined by averaging several hours of data obtained earlier on the day of
the comet encounter when the spacecraft was millions of km from the nucleus and HERS
could detect only solar wind ions and picked-up cometary protons. Figure 1 shows the
distribution of counts versus mass anode number summed over the two elevation-angle
bins closest to the ram direction (i.e., elevation angles of 15 to 30 ° ) for the entire interval
220,000 to 40,000 km. The spectra for the medium- and heavy-mode data are displayed
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separately, in both linear and logarithmic formats to bring out different features of the data.
For the elevation bin closest to the ram direction, the MCP had a "hot spot" at the position
of anode 29, which resulted in a very high and very irregular background counting rate for
that anode. Due to the time varying nature of the hot spot, the background rate for that
anode was overestimated for the interval displayed in Figure 1. Data from anode 29 were
not used in the analysis presented below. The numbers printed over the count-rate peaks in
Figure 1 indicate the corresponding values of m/q. The count-rate versus mass anode
spectra cannot be converted directly into density or flux without detailed modelling of the
instrumental response; the most important factor is that the geometric factor of the
instrument varied approximately as (m/q) -4.
3. For each of the time intervals selected in Step 1, the vector velocity of the ions with
rn/q = 16-18 amu/e was obtained by finding the least-squares fit of the observed
distribution to a spherically symmetric distribution in velocity space. This process
corrected for those parts of the ion distributions outside the HERS field of view. For the
part of the distribution that was within the HERS field of view, the data show that isotropy
is indeed a good first approximation.
4. The distribution of counts versus mass anode was then modeled using generalized
Gaussians to determine the position and width of each mass peak. Examination of the
flight data showed that the locations of the mass peaks had shifted by a fraction of a mass
anode in the year between laboratory calibration of the instrument and the comet encounter.
The cause of this shift is not understood. Thus the calibration data were used as a guide to
the approximate locations and widths of the mass peaks and least-squares fits of the flight
data were performed to determine the best values to use for the data analysis. It was
assumed that neither the locations nor the widths of the mass peaks changed during the
hour before closest approach to the comet. The positions and shapes of each of the mass
peaksweredeterminedfor thedatasetasawhole,while thecontributionsof differention
speciesto thecountsmeasuredby eachanodewereseparatelydeterminedfor eachtime
intervalbyperformingaleast-squaresanalysisto determinetheheightof eachpeak.
Althoughit wasoriginallyintendedto useboththemedium-andheavy-modedatafor
calculatingthedensitiesof water-groupions,theleast-squaresfits to themedium-mode
dataweresignificantlysuperiortotheheavy-modedatafits (thevariancesbetweenthedata
andthefits weresmallerandthepeakwidthsdeterminedby thefitswerecloserto thepre-
launchcalibrationvalues),soonlythemedium-modedatawereusedtocalculatethe
densitiesfor m/q= 16- 18amu/e.Figure2 illustratesthetypeof fit thatcouldbeobtained;
it showsthemeasuredwater-groupcountsin anodes18-27for medium-mode
measurements.In thisexample,themeasuredcountsareindicatedbycircleswith error
barsrepresentingtheuncertaintyarisingfromcountingstatistics;theuppercurveshowsthe
least-squaresfit; while thedottedcurvesshowtheindividualcontributionsof ionswithm/q
= 16, 17, and 18 amu/e.
5. For each interval, it was then assumed that each ion species had an isotropic
distribution and the same bulk velocity vector vo as the water-group ions (as determined in
Step 3). Then, for each value of m/q, the 3-D distribution in elevation-azimuth-
energy/charge was transformed into a one-dimensional distribution of phase space density
versus [Av 1, where Av - v - v o. Integration over this 1-D distribution then gave the ion
density.
The method used for computing proton densities was similar except that:
1. The proton counting rate was high enough that the proton density could be calculated
on a spin by spin basis to yield 1100 km resolution. The computed proton densities have
been averaged over 6 minutes (25,000 km) for the purposes of this paper, but the full
resolutiondatahavebeensubmittedto theI.ntemationalHalleyWatch(IHW) andtheUS
NationalSpaceScienceDataCenter(NSSDC)archives.
2. A momentstechnique,ratherthanaleast-squaresfit wasusedto calculatetheproton
bulk velocityindependentof theheavy-ionvelocitycalculatedin Step2 above.
3. TheHERSinstrumentwasableto identifyprotonsunambiguously,with nomass
overlap,soStep4 abovewasnotnecessary.
Thefluxesof ionswithm/q= 2 amu/eweregreatenoughto allow64sec(4400
kin) resolution.As for theprotons,6-minute(25,000kin) averagesarepresentedin this
paper,with thefull resolutiondataavailablefrom theauthorsor throughtheIHW or
NSSDC.
IV. RESULTS
Thedensityvaluescomputedasdescribedabovearelistedin Tables1-13-- one
tablefor eachvalueof mass/charge.Eachtableincludesaquality index,whichranges
from 1to 5. Theseindicesshouldbeinterpretedasfollows:
Quality- 1: highcountrateandnegligiblestatisticaluncertainty.Alsonosignificant
overlapwith anyothermasspeak.Theonly importantuncertaintyin thedensityis the
absolutecalibrationof theinstrument,which is estimatedto be- +_30%.Only protonsand
ionswith m/q-- 2 and12amu/ewereassignedQuality= 1.
Quality= 2: highcountrateand negligible statistical uncertainty, but -10% additional
uncertainty due to overlapping mass peaks, leading to a total uncertainty of (.302 +. 102) ID-
= 32%. Water-group ions (m/q = 16 - 18 amu/e) fall in this category.
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Quality- 3: low countratewithanadditionaluncertaintyof-10% duetocounting
statistics(32%totaluncertainty),butnosignificantproblemdueto mass-peakoverlaps.
Ionswithmass/charge14and32fall in thiscategorydespitetheuseof longeraveraging
intervalsfor thoseion species.
Quality= 4: moderatecountratesandsevereproblemsof overlapwith aneighboring
masspeak.Theadditionaluncertaintyis -25% (39% total uncertainty). Ions with
mass/charge = 28 amu/e have Quality = 4.
Quality = 5: severe problems with low count rates and/or a large neighboring mass
peak. The additional uncertainty may be 35%, to yield a total uncertainty of 46%. Ions
with Quality = 5 are at 4, 13, 15, and 29 amu/e.
The count-rate spectra in Figure 1 show some evidence for minor ion species for
which we have not presented densities. There was clearly some small number of ions with
m/q = 19 amu/e present. For the more reliable medium-mode data, the mass/charge peak
for m/q = 19 amu/e straddled the hot spot on anode 29, and it showed up as only a small
shoulder on the heavy-mode m/q -- 18 amu/e peak. The HIS data showed that although
ions with m/q -- 19 amu/e (presumably mostly H3 O+) were the dominant species at
cometocentric distances <2000 km, they provided less than 10% of the cold ion density
outside 35,000 krn and less than 1% outside 80,000 kin. We conclude that H3 O+ is an
important species only in the collision dominated inner coma.
Figure 1 also shows several small peaks between m/q = 19 and 28 amu/e. None of
these peaks was more than 2 standard deviations above background. Further work on
limiting the region of phase space examined may allow calculation of a density for the rrdq
11
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= 24 amu/e peak which had counts in two adjacent anodes in both the medium and heavy
modes.
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It must be emphasized that inside 80,000 km the densities given in Tables 1-13 are
lower limits to the total ion densities in that they refer only to the hot ions whose velocity
distributions overlapped the field of view of the HERS sensor. They are the ions picked up
by the mass-loaded solar wind which, at cometocentric distances >40,000 kin, still had a
flow speed exceeding 10 km/s relative to the comet nucleus. As the spacecraft approached
the comet, the density of the hot ions reached a maximum of-150 cm -3 near 75,000 km,
and then declined as the hot ions were replaced by cold ions due to collisions with the
cometary neutral gas. The hot-ion population was too small to be detected by the IMS by
the time the spacecraft reached 40,000 kin. This is consistent with the findings of other
instruments on Giotto; Krankowsky et al. (1986), for example, reported that evidence for
energetic ions persisted in to ~40,000 km from the nucleus, and Korth et al. (1987)
reported high temperatures and broad ion distributions outside 43,000 km. Density or flux
profiles of the cold ions in the inner coma have been published by Balsiger et al. (1986,
1987a), Balsiger (1990), Schwenn et al. (1987), Kettmann et al. (1990), Korth et al.
(1987), and Krankowsky et al. (1986).
The circles and diamonds in Figure 3 show the 6-minute average densities of
protons and ions with rrdq = 2 ainu/e, respectively, from Tables 1 and 2 plotted versus
distance from the comet. Although inside 200,000 km I-/2+ contributed to the density of
ions with m/q - 2 amu/e (Fuselier et al., 1988), at greater distances the rn/q = 2 amu/e
population consisted almost entirely of He ++ ions from the solar wind. The measured
number-density ratio n2/nl ranged from 0.02 to 0.04, which is quite typical for the low-
speed solar wind near interplanetary sector boundaries, such as that observed at the Giotto
encounter with P/Halley. Fuselier et al. (1990) consider the ion abundances in the solar
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wind andthecharge-exchanger actionsof solarwind ionswith thecomagasin much
greaterdetail Thecontinuouscurveshownin this figureisdisussedin thefollowing
section.Thejump in protonandHe++densitiesattheHalleybowshockis indicatedby the
verticalline at 1.14x106 kin.
The dashed vertical line in Figure 3 at 1.35x105 km marks the crossing of a
discontinuity that has been called both the "cometopause" and the "magnetic pileup
boundary". Whatever its proper name, its most striking feature was a sudden jump in the
strength of the magnetic field from -10 to -30 nT (Neubauer et al., 1986). It is clear that
on the scale of Figure 3 (one point per 25,000 kin), the magnetic pileup boundary marked a
sharp decrease in the density of solar-wind ions.
In Figure 4, the circular symbols repeat portions of the proton and rrgq = 2 amu/e
data from Figure 3 and also show the densities of the other ion species listed in Tables 4-
13. The principal difference between the formats of Figures 3 and 4 is that in Figure 4 the
distance scale is logarithmic and corresponds to a smaller range -- from 25,000 to 250,000
km (log distances = 4.4 - 5.4, respectively). The dashed vertical line again locates the
magnetic pileup boundary; the bow-shock would be located off-scale to the right. Again,
discussion of the continuous curves is postponed to the following section.
The distance profiles of the cometary ions (m/q = 12 - 32 amu/e) were markedly
different from those of the solar wind ions. The density of each species of hot cometary
ion reached a maximum between 60,000 and 100,000 km (log distance = 4.8 - 5.0), and
each of their distance profiles had roughly the same shape. Inside the maxima, the hot ions
were removed by collisions. Outside the maxima, the densities of the hot cometary ions
continued to decrease with increasing distance, barely reacting to the magnetic pileup
boundary at all.
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Figure 5 displays several ratios of ion densities as a function of distance from the
comet in the same format as Figure 4. Again, please ignore the continuous curves until the
next section. The increases in the ratios nl6/nlS, nlT/nlS, and n12/(n28 + n29) with distance
and the decrease in n13/n12 are consistent with expectations of the breakup of molecules
into smaller molecules and atoms. The principal reason for the steep rise in n2/n18 with
distance is the increasing amount of solar wind He ++ .
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The horizontal line in the panel displaying the ratio n13/n12 indicates the value of the
ratio that would be observed flail the m/q = 13 amu/e ions were 13C+ and if the ratio of
12C/13C = 63, as reported by Wyckoff and Lindholm (1989) from ground-based
observations of 13C14N in comet Halley. The observed ratio is above that line, which
indicates the presence of CH + ions.
V. COMPARISON TO THE THEORETICAL MODEL OF SCHMIDT ET AL.
The most ambitious model of the physics and chemistry of cometary ions is that of
Schmidt et al. (1988); we shall hereafter use the acronym SWHB to refer to that paper and
model. SWHB produced hydrodynamic and magnetohydrodynamic simulations of the gas
and plasma flow around Halley's comet with a detailed photo and chemical reaction
network (19 different processes) of 59 neutral and 76 ionized chemical species. Their
model assumed that all cometary gas was released directly fi'om the nucleus and did not
include dust which is known to be a distributed source of gas (e.g., Eberhardt et al.,
1987). The model assumes a composition of 80.0% H20, 8.0% CO, 3.0% CO2, 2.0%
CH4, 2.0% NH 3, 2.0% H2CO, 1.0% CS2, 0.68% N2, 0.67% C2H2, 0.05% H2C3H2,
0.30% H2CO2, 0.16% CH3CN, 0.08% NH2CH3, and 0.06% HCN. SWHB calculated
the densities of different ion species expected along the Giotto trajectory, using gas
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productionratesandsolarwindparametersappropriateto thetimeof theGiottoencounter
withP/Halley. Theirdensitiesanddensityratiosareindicatedby thecontinuouscurvesin
Figures3 through5.
FromFigure3,it canbeseenthatoutsidethemagneticpileupboundarythe
observedprotondensityprof'deis in fairly goodagreementwith theSWHBmodel. The
disagreementinsidethemagneticpileupboundarycanbequalitativelyaccountedfor bythe
fact thattheSWI-IBcurverepresentsthetotal (bothhotandcold)protondensity.Although
theSWHBmodelshowssubstantialcoolingof the ionsinside105km, it hasno
discontinuousjump in temperatureanywherebetweenthecontactsurface(alsocalledthe
ionopauseor thediamagneticcavityboundary)observedat4700km (Neubaueretal.,
1986)andthebow shock.Thecalculatedpositionof thebow shock(slightlybeyondthe
endof thecurveplottedin Figure3) is slightlyfartherfromthecometthanwasthe
observedshock.
Thecenterpanelin thetoprowof Figure4 comparesthemodelto theobserved
densitiesof ionswith m/q-- 2 amu/e.SWHBdid not includesolar-windheliumionsin
theirmodel;thisexplainswhy themodelprofiledropswhile theobserveddensityrises
with increasingdistance.In SWHB,ionswithm/q = 2 amu/eareentirelyH2+,while the
observations howamixtureof H2+ andHe++with anincreasingproportionof H2_"closer
to the comet (Fuselier et al., 1988). What is interesting is that inside the magnetic pileup
boundary, the sum of the observed H2 + and He ++ is less than the SWHB density for 1-12+
alone.
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The remaining panels in Figure 4 show that all other ion species had significantly
higher densities than predicted by the simulation, The differences often exceed an order of
magnitude. The observational profiles are generally much more concave downward than
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aretheSWt-]_prof'fles.At smalldistances,thedifferenceis causedby coUisionalcooling
of thehot ionswhichremovesthemfrom theHERSfield of view. For manyspecies(i.e.,
m/q= 16,17,18,28,and29amu/e)theobservedslopeatlargedistanceis steeperthanthe
slopepredictedby SWHB;no simplereasonfor thisdiscrepancyis apparent.Outsidethe
magneticpileupboundary,eachof these species dropped off more rapidly than r 2.
Figure 5 shows excellent agreement between the data and the SWHB model for the
ratios n16/n18 and n17/nlS, indicating that the simulation does a good job of modeling the
dissociation and ionization of water molecules and their products. The ratio of n12/n16
indicates that the model underestimates the relative amount of carbonaceous material. The
fact that the observed value of the ratio n12/(n28 + n29) is greater than the model value of
this ratio probably indicates that the missing carbonaceous material is not entirely additional
CO. The SWHB model does not include any 13C, which can account for some of, but not
all the mismatch between the observed and calculated values of n13/n12. Because the
photodissociation lifetime of CH molecules is only 100 s, the source of the CH + is not
obvious.
The ratio n14/n16 is also higher than that given by SWHB, by about the same factor
as the n12/n16 ratio. The ion peak at m/q = 14 amu/e, however, has contributions from
both N + and CH2 +, so it is not safe to conclude that the comet must have more nitrogen-
bearing material than was included in the SWHB model.
VI. DISCUSSION
HERS did detect most of the ions expected to be found in the coma of comet
Halley. The HERS mass/charge spectra had peaks corresponding to each of the ions
detected spectroscopically from Earth (C +, CH +, NH ÷, OH +, H20 +, CN +, CO +, N2 +,
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Ca+,andCO2÷)exceptfor thoseheavierthanthe35amu/erangeof theinstrument.It was
nosurprizethatwater-groupionswerefoundto bethemostabundant.It is, perhaps,
surprizingthatthedensitiesof bothNa+andC2+werebelowthedetectionthreshold,
especiallyin light of the observation of a major peak at m/q = 23-24 amu/e in the ion
spectra obtained by the ICE spacecraft at P/Giacobini-Zinner (Ogilvie et al., 1986). Ip
(1989b) has argued that the expected density ofNa + (m/q -- 23 ainu/e) is > 10-3 times the
density of water-group ions, which is close to the detection limit of HERS. Detection of
ions with m/q = 23 and 24 amu/e in the inner coma (i.e., in the cold-ion region) of P/Halley
has been reported by Kra.nkowsky et al. (1986) and Eviatar et al. (1989).
One of the principal conclusions of the present study is that the density of cometary
ions in the distance range 40,000 to 250,000 krn is at least an order of magnitude higher
than the predicted density. This discrepancy had previously been noted by Ip (1989a) on
the basis of preliminary values of ion density. Furthermore, the problem is not unique to
the SWI-IB model. For example, the calculation by Ip (1989b) shows a similar disparity
The density of protons is, however, in good agreement with the models. Thus, we can
rule out compression of the plasma as the cause of the high density of cometary ions,
because the solar-wind protons would have been compressed too. Another argument
against significant compression is that the strength of the magnetic field was significantly
less than predicted by the model outside the magnetic pileup boundary and roughly the
same as the model field inside it (Huebner et al., 1989).
Ip (1989b) and Marconi and Mendis (1988) have suggested that the solar EUV flux
at the time of the Giotto encounter may have been significantly greater than the typical
solar-minimum values assumed in the models. But Ip (1989b) has argued that even an
order-of-magnitude increase in solar EUV would not lead to an order-of-magnitude
increase in the ionization rate because of the importance of other mechanisms for creating
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cometaryions,suchas charge exchange with the solar wind. Furthermore, there is not
necessarily a direct relation between ion density and ionization rate.
Perhaps the models underestimate the rate of ionization associated with charge-
exchange reactions. The results of the study by Shelley et al. (1987) were consistent with
an anomalously high charge-exchange rate of He ++. There are several effects associated
with charge exchange that have not been included in the models. (1) The velocity
dependence of the charge-exchange cross sections was neglected, but it is known that the
cross sections increase with decreasing velocity. (2) The SWHB model does not include
ionization by or other effects of the fast neutral products of charge-exchange interactions.
Ip (1990) has shown, however, that energetic neutral atoms can play an important role in
the physics of the coma. (3) In the models, the term accounting for the source of cometary
ions due to charge exchange is appropriate for an unmagnetized plasma. It does not include
the greater path length traversed by a hot ion which gyrates around the magnetic field. (4)
The flow field and the relative velocity between the solar wind and cometery neutrals may
differ from that in the models. A comparision of the observed velocities with those
predicted by various models is the topic of a future study.
There may have been other sources of "anomalous ionization", which was a topic
of great interest many years ago. For example, tail currents closing through the inner coma
could be an important source of ionization; Ip (1979) has drawn an analogy with energy
deposition during terrestrial substorms. Along this line, Neubauer (1988) suggested that a
possible cause of a weak shock observed by the Giotto magnetometer to be propagating
radially outward at a distance of -5000 km might have been caused by a transient injection
of hot ions and electrons following magnetic merging in the tail. There are also other
spacecraft observations that have been interpreted as evidence for field-line reconnection on
the dayside of Halley's coma (Verigin et al., 1987; Kh-sch et al., 1989). It is questionable
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x.j whethersuchprocessescouldcontributeto thelevelof ionizationon thelargescale
observed.
Anothertypeof anomalousionizationthathasbeensuggestedinconnectionwith
cometsis thecritical ionizationvelocity(CIV) effect(Formisanoetal., 1982;Galeevetal.,
1986).In thiseffect,first postulatedbyAlfvtn (1954),thekineticenergyof therelative
flow of a neutralgasacrossmagneticfield linesis collisionlesslytransferredto theplasma
electronswhichthencollidewith andionizethegas.Thedifficulty with invokingCIV to
explaintheanomalousionizationobservedby HERSistheabsenceof asimultaneouslarge
flux of energeticelectrons.TheRPAinstrumentonGiottohada 10-eVthresholdfor
detectingelectrons;it diddetectanomalouslyhighfluxesof keVelectronsin theso-called
"mysteryregion"atdistancesfromthenucleusbetween550,000and850,000km (Remeet
al., 1987),but theHERSenergyrangeandsensitivitythresholdpreventedobservationsof
cometaryionsatthosedistances.TheRPAinvestigatorshaveestimatedthatevenin the
sharpestspikesof energeticelectronfluxesobservedin themysteryregion,therateof
ionizationdueto electronimpactwaslessthantwice thephotoionizationrate(R. P.Lin,
personalcommunication).Suchrelativelyweakandlocalizedsourcesof ionization
probablycannotaccountfor thehigherthanexpectediondensities.
It alsocannotberuledout thattemporalvariationoranisotropicemissionof gas
from thecometmighthavecontributedto theexcessionization.Approximately1dayis
requiredfor theneutralgasto traveleach105km from thenucleus.Thusthegasandions
observedat 2x105km left thenucleusapproximatelyadayearlierthanthegasandions
detectedat lxl05 kin. IUE observationsby Feldmanetal. (1987)showeda25%decrease
in brighmessduringthedayprior to theGiottoclosestapproachto P/Halley. Theground-
basedobservationsby Millis andSchleicher(1986),on theotherhand,showedvery little
changein thecomet'sgasproductionrateoverthissameinterval.
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The ratios of the densities of different ion species put important constraints on
cometary chemistry. Comparison of the density ratios n16/n18 and n17/n18 to ratios
computed from the SWI--IB model might suggest that the major chain of dissociation and
ionization of water is well understood. One major discrepancy between observations and
the model is the overabundance of C + and the higher than predicted ratios of n13/n12,
n14/n16, and n12/(n28 + n29). One suspects that the extra carbonaceous material probably
originated in the CHON grains (Kissel et al., 1986) which were a distributed source of gas
in the coma (Eberhardt et al., 1987), whereas SWHB did not include any source other than
the comet's surface. The underabundance of H2 + compared to the model is a much more
difficult problem which requires detailed chemical modeling to understand.
Comparison of the SWHB model and the HERS data shows that the model requires
iteration before the molecular composition of the volatiles in the nucleus can be deduced.
The discrepancy seems to be both of a physical and chemical nature because neither the
total nor the relative ion abundances predicted by the model fit the data.
Finally, we wishto comment on the implications of the HERS density data for the
nature of the magnetic pileup boundary. That feature was marked by sudden changes in the
density of solar wind protons and alphas, in the strength of the magnetic field, and in the
density of electrons with energy >10 eV (Reme et al., 1987). Its magnetic structure was
consistent with that of a tangential discontinuity (Neubauer, 1987). As pointed out
previously (Balsiger et al., 1987a; Balsiger, 1990; d'Uston et al., 1987), it was not
accompanied by a discontinuous change in either the density or the chemical composition of
hot cometary ions. Thus it was not a "chemical boundary" as proposed by Gringauz et al.
(1986) on the basis of observations of a discontinuity in a similar region of the coma by the
Vega spacecraft. The HERS data support the conclusion of Raeder et al. (1989) that the
20
magneticpileupboundaryobserved by Giotto was not an intrisic feature of the interaction
of an active comet with the solar wind, but rather a response to the passage of an
interplanetary discontinuity of a type commonly observed near magnetic sector boundaries
in the solar wind.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. Total counts, after correction for background, versus mass-anode number for the
time (distance) interval 2301 - 2353 UT (254,000 - 39,600 kin). Only those counts in the
two elevation-angle bins closest to the spacecraft ram direction are included. The heavy
and medium mode data are plotted separately. The numbers over the count-rate spectra
indicate the mass/charge values of each of the peaks. The background correction averaged
about 30 counts/anode.
Fig. 2. Illustration of a least-squares fit of the countrate vs mass-anode spectrum for m/q =
16, 17, and 18 amu/e. The observed counts are indicated by circles; the solid curve is the
least-squares fit; and the dotted curves indicate the conwibutions of the individual m/q peaks
to the fit. The fitting procedure solved for 3 parameters (the heights of the peaks with m/q
= 16, 17, and 18 amu/e, respectively) which gave the best fit to the 10 measured points.
The time (distance) interval for the data displayed here was 23.372 UT (167,000 kin).
Fig 3. Observed densities of protons (circles) and ions with mass/charge = 2 amu/e
(triangles) versus distance. The continuous curve indicates the proton density from the
model of Schmidt et al. (1988). The vertical dashed line marks the location of the magnetic
pileup boundary.
Fig. 4. Density versus log distance profiles for ions with 12 different values of
mass/charge. The circles represent the hot-ion densities observed by HERS. The
continuous curves show the densities from the model of Schmidt et al. (1988). The vertical
dashed line marks the location of the magnetic pileup boundary.
28
Fig. 5. Ratiosof thedensitiesof ionswith differentvaluesof mass/chargeversuslog
cometocentricdistance.Thecirclesrepresentthehot-iondensitiesobservedbyHERS.
Thecondinuouscurvesshowthedensitiesfrom themodelof Schmidtetal. (1988). The
verticaldashedlinemarksthelocationof themagneticpileupboundary.
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